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Arsenic and Adobo - Mia P. Manansala 

"The first book in a new culinary cozy series full of sharp humor and delectable dishes, with one that 

might just be killer. When Lila Macapagal moves back home to recover from a horrible breakup, her life 

seems to be following all the typical rom-com tropes. She's tasked with saving her Tita Rosie's failing 

restaurant, and she has to deal with a group of matchmaking aunties who shower her with love and 

judgment. But when a notoriously nasty food critic (who happens to be her ex-boyfriend) drops dead 

moments after a confrontation with Lila, her life quickly swerves from a Nora Ephron romp to an Agatha 

Christie case. With the cops treating her like she's the one and only suspect, and the shady landlord 

looking to finally kick the Macapagal family out and resell the storefront, Lila's left with no choice but to 

conduct her own investigation. Armed with the nosy auntie network, her barista best bud, and her trusted Dachshund, 

Longanisa, Lila takes on this tasty, twisted case and soon finds her own neck on the chopping block." --Provided by 

publisher. 

The Bone Code - Kathy Reichs 

"Kathy Reichs returns with her twentieth novel featuring forensic anthropologist Temperance Brennan, 

whose examinations, fifteen years apart, of unidentified bodies ignite a terrifying series of events. On the 

way to hurricane-ravaged Isle of Palms, a barrier island off the South Carolina coast, Tempe receives a 

call from the Charleston coroner. The storm has tossed ashore a medical waste container. Inside are 

two decomposed bodies wrapped in plastic sheeting and bound with electrical wire. Tempe recognizes 

many of the details as identical to those of an unsolved case she handled in Quebec years earlier. With 

a growing sense of foreboding, she travels to Montreal to gather evidence. Meanwhile, health authorities 

in South Carolina become increasingly alarmed as a human flesh-eating contagion spreads. So focused 

is Tempe on identifying the container victims that, initially, she doesn't register how their murders and 

the pestilence may be related. But she does recognize one unsettling fact. Someone is protecting a dark secret-and 

willing to do anything to keep it hidden. An absorbing look at the sinister uses to which genetics can be put, and featuring 

a cascade of ever-more-shocking revelations."-- Provided by publisher. 

The Cellist - Daniel Silva 

"The fatal poisoning of a Russian billionaire sends Gabriel Allon on a dangerous journey across Europe 

and into the orbit of a musical virtuoso who may hold the key to the truth about his friend's death. The 

plot Allon uncovers leads to secret channels of money and influence that go to the very heart of Western 

democracy and threaten the stability of the global order." 

 

 

 

Count the Ways - Joyce Maynard 

"In her most ambitious novel to date, New York Times bestselling author Joyce Maynard takes on the 

topography of the heart - a landscape of grief, reconciliation, forgiveness, and the way the mistakes of 

parents are passed down through generations, to fester, or to be healed."-- Provided by publisher. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



An Earl, the Girl, and a Toddler - Vanessa Riley 

"Surviving a shipwreck en route to London from Jamaica was just the start of Jemina St. Maur's 

nightmare. Suffering from amnesia, she was separated from anyone who might know her, and 

imprisoned in Bedlam. She was freed only because barrister Daniel Thackery, Lord Ashbrook, was 

convinced to betray the one thing he holds dear: the law. Desperate to unearth her true identity, 

Jemina's only chance is to purloin dangerous secrets with help from The Widow's Grace - which means 

staying steps ahead of the formidable Daniel, no matter how strongly she is drawn to him . . . Married 

only by proxy, now widowed by shipwreck, Daniel is determined to protect his little stepdaughter, Hope, 

from his family's scandalous reputation. That's why he has dedicated himself not just to the law, but to 

remaining as proper, upstanding - and boring - as can be. But the closer he becomes to the mysterious, 

alluring Jemina, the more Daniel is tempted to break the very rule of law to which he's devoted his life. And as ruthless 

adversaries close in, will the truth require him, and Jemina, to sacrifice their one chance at happiness?"--Publisher 

description. 

Falling - T.J. Newman 

“Thirty minutes before a flight to New York, the family of the pilot is kidnapped and in order for them to 

live, all 143 passengers onboard must die.” –Provided by publisher 

 

 

 

 

God Spare the Girls - Kelsey McKinney 

"A mesmerizing debut novel set in northern Texas about two sisters who discover an unsettling secret 

about their father, the head pastor of an evangelical megachurch, that upends their lives and 

community-a story of family, identity, and the delicate line between faith and deception. Luke Nolan has 

led the Hope congregation for more than a decade, while his wife and daughters have patiently upheld 

what it means to live righteously. Made famous by a viral sermon on purity co-written with his eldest 

daughter, Abigail, Luke is the prototype of a modern preacher: tall, handsome, a spellbinding speaker. 

But his younger daughter Caroline has begun to notice the cracks in their comfortable life. She is certain 

that her perfect, pristine sister is about to marry the wrong man-and Caroline has slid into sin with a boy 

she's known her entire life, wondering why God would care so much about her virginity anyway. When it 

comes to light, five weeks before Abigail's wedding, that Luke has been lying to his family, the entire Nolan clan falls into a 

tailspin. Caroline seizes the opportunity to be alone with her sister. The two girls flee to the ranch they inherited from their 

maternal grandmother, far removed from the embarrassing drama of their parents and the prying eyes of the community. 

But with the date of Abigail's wedding fast approaching, the sisters will have to make a hard decision about which familial 

bonds are worth protecting. An intimate coming-of-age story and a modern woman's read, God Spare the Girls lays bare 

the rabid love of sisterhood and asks what we owe our communities, our families, and ourselves."-- Provided by publisher. 

The House Guests - Emilie Richards 

"Two women. Two families. Two lifetimes' worth of secrets. In the wake of her husband's sudden death, 

Cassie Costas finds her relationship with her teenage stepdaughter unraveling. After their move to 

historic Tarpon Springs, Florida, Savannah hates her new town, her school and most of all her 

stepmom, whom she blames for her father's death. Cassie has enough to contend with as she searches 

for answers about the man she shared a life with, including why all their savings have disappeared. 

When Savannah's rebellion culminates in an act that leaves single mother Amber Blair and her sixteen-

year-old son homeless, Cassie empathizes with the woman's predicament and invites the strangers to 

move in. As their lives intertwine, Cassie realizes that Amber is hiding something. She's evasive about 

her past, but the fear in her eyes tells a darker story. Cassie wonders what the woman living under her 

roof is running from...and what will happen if it finally catches up to her." 

 

 



It's Better This Way - Debbie Macomber 

"It's been nearly six years since Julia Jones had her heart broken. After her husband became involved 

with another woman, she did everything she could to save their marriage, to no avail. Their two 

daughters continue to stand by Julia in the wake of their father's behavior--and they've had a tough time 

getting along with the "other woman" who became their stepmother. Distraught after selling the family 

home, Julia moves into a condominium complex that offers the warmth and charm of a fresh start. Now, 

having settled into her new community and sold her successful interior design business, she's embraced 

a fulfilling new life, one that doesn't seem to need a man in it. Her beloved father's trusty saying is ringing 

truer than ever: It's better this way. But when Julia meets a handsome new resident in the building's 

exercise room, she can't help but be drawn to him. Heath Johnson is a welcome change from the men she's encountered 

on the occasional--mostly disastrous--dates her sister has eagerly planned for her over the years. As she and Heath, a 

divorcé himself, begin to grow close, their friendship blossoms into an unexpected love. However, they soon realize that 

combining families proves to be a challenge, even though their four children are adults. When a dramatic revelation 

threatens the happiness they've found, Julia and Heath must reconcile their love for their children with their love for each 

other. If they can't, their bright future together may be nothing but a dream." 

Lock Every Door - Riley Sager 

"No visitors. No nights spent away from the apartment. No disturbing the other residents, all of whom 

are rich or famous or both. These are the only rules for Jules Larsen's new job as an apartment sitter at 

the Bartholomew, one of Manhattan's most high-profile and mysterious buildings. Recently heartbroken 

and just plain broke, Jules is taken in by the splendor of her surroundings and accepts the terms, ready 

to leave her past life behind. As she gets to know the residents and staff of the Bartholomew, Jules 

finds herself drawn to fellow apartment sitter Ingrid, who comfortingly reminds her of the sister she lost 

eight years ago. When Ingrid confides that the Bartholomew is not what it seems and the dark history 

hidden beneath its gleaming facade is starting to frighten her, Jules brushes it off as a harmless ghost 

story . . . until the next day, when Ingrid disappears. Searching for the truth about Ingrid's 

disappearance, Jules digs deeper into the Bartholomew's sordid past and into the secrets kept within its walls. What she 

discovers pits Jules against the clock as she races to unmask a killer, expose the building's hidden past, and escape the 

Bartholomew before her temporary status becomes permanent." 

A Man with a Past - Mary Connealy 

"Falcon Hunt awakens without a past, or at least not one he can recall. He's got brothers he can't 

remember, and he's interested in the prettiest woman in the area, Cheyenne. Only trouble is, a few 

flashes of memory make Falcon wonder if he's already married. He can't imagine abandoning a wife. But 

his pa did just that--twice. When Falcon claims his inheritance in the West, Cheyenne is cut out of the 

ranch she was raised on, leaving her bitter and angry. And then Falcon kisses her, adding confusion and 

attraction to the mix. Soon it's clear someone is gunning for the Hunt brothers. When one of his brothers 

is shot, Falcon and Cheyenne set out to find who attacked him. They encounter rustled cattle, traitorous 

cowhands, a missing woman, and outlaws that take all their savvy to overcome. As love grows between 

these two independent people, Falcon must piece together his past if they're to have any chance at a future." 

Mary Jane - Jessica Anya Blau 

“In 1970s Baltimore, fourteen-year-old Mary Jane loves cooking with her mother, singing in her church 

choir, and enjoying her family's subscription to the Broadway Showtunes of the Month record club. Shy, 

quiet, and bookish, she's glad when she lands a summer job as a nanny for the daughter of a local 

doctor. A respectable job, Mary Jane's mother says. In a respectable house. The house may look 

respectable on the outside, but inside it's a literal and figurative mess: clutter on every surface, 

Impeachment: Now More Than Ever bumper stickers on the doors, cereal and takeout for dinner. And 

even more troublesome (were Mary Jane's mother to know, which she does not): the doctor is a 

psychiatrist who has cleared his summer for one important job--helping a famous rock star dry out. A 

week after Mary Jane starts, the rock star and his movie star wife move in. Over the course of the 

summer, Mary Jane introduces her new household to crisply ironed clothes and a family dinner schedule, and has a front-

row seat to a liberal world of sex, drugs, and rock and roll (not to mention group therapy). Caught between the lifestyle 

she's always known and the future she's only just realized is possible, Mary Jane will arrive at September with a new idea 

about what she wants out of life, and what kind of person she's going to be." 



Murder in a Scottish Shire - Traci Hall 

"For a twenty-eight-year-old single mum, Paislee has knit together a sensible life for herself, her ten-

year-old son Brody, and Wallace, their black Scottish terrier. Having inherited a knack for knitting from 

her dear departed grandmother, Paislee also owns a specialty sweater shop called Cashmere Crush, 

where devoted local crafters gather weekly for her Knit and Sip. Lately, though, Paislee feels as if her 

life is unraveling. She's been served an eviction notice, and her estranged and homeless grandfather 

has just been brought to her door by a disconcertingly handsome detective named Mack Zeffer. As if all 

that wasn't enough, Paislee discovers a young woman who she recently rehired to help in the shop dead 

in her flat, possibly from an overdose of her heart medicine. But as details of the death and the woman's 

life begin to raise suspicions for Detective Inspector Zeffer, it's Paislee who must untangle a murderous yarn…” 

My Favorite Thing Is Monsters (graphic novel) - Emil Ferris  

"Set against the tumultuous political backdrop of late '60s Chicago, My Favorite Thing Is Monsters is the 

fictional graphic diary of 10-year-old Karen Reyes, filled with B-movie horror and pulp monster magazines 

iconography. Karen Reyes tries to solve the murder of her enigmatic upstairs neighbor, Anka Silverberg, 

a Holocaust survivor, while the interconnected stories of those around her unfold. When Karen's 

investigation takes us back to Anka's life in Nazi Germany, the reader discovers how the personal, the 

political, the past, and the present converge." 

Nine Lives - Danielle Steel 

"After a carefree childhood, Mary Margaret Kelly came of age in the shadow of grief. Her father, a 

dashing daredevil Air Force pilot, died when she was nine. Maggie saw her mother struggle to put their 

lives back together. As the family moved from one city to the next, her mother warned her to beware of 

daredevil men and avoid risk at all cost. Following her mother’s advice, and forgoing the magic of first 

love with a high school boyfriend who was too wild to feel safe, Maggie instead sought out all the things 

her mother had lost, a predictable partner, a stable home, and a regular paycheck. She chose to marry 

a dependable, kind man who was a reliable husband and successful accountant. Together they had a 

son and found happiness in a conventional suburban life. Until tragedy struck again. Now on her own, 

feeling a sense of adventure for the first time, Maggie decides to face her fears, setting off on a 

whirlwind trip from San Francisco to Rome, Paris, and Monaco. But when her travels reconnect her with the very same 

irresistible, thrill-seeking man she’s spent thirty years trying to forget, Maggie becomes terrified that rushing into love and 

sharing his life may very well end in disaster. But ultimately, while Maggie tries to outrun her fears and painful memories 

of her past, fate will surprise her in the most astounding of ways, as she walks the tightrope between danger and courage, 

and between wisdom and love." 

The Paper Palace - Miranda Cowley Heller 

“On a perfect July morning Elle, a fifty-year-old happily married mother of three, awakens at "The Paper 

Palace"-- the family summer place which she has visited every summer of her life. This morning is 

different: last night Elle and her oldest friend Jonas crept out the back door into the darkness and had 

sex with each other for the first time, all while their spouses chatted away inside. Over the next 24 hours, 

Elle will have to decide between the life she has made with her genuinely beloved husband, Peter, and 

the life she always imagined she would have had with her childhood love, Jonas, if a tragic event hadn't 

forever changed the course of their lives. A story of summer, secrets, love and lies: in the course of a 

singular day on Cape Cod, one woman must make a life-changing decision that has been brewing for 

decades. Set against the summer backwoods and beaches of Cape Cod, The Paper Palace unfolds over 24 hours and 

across 50 years, as decades of family legacy, love, lies, secrets, and one unspeakable childhood tragedy led wife and 

mother Elle Bishop to the precipice of a life-changing decision. With its transporting setting and propulsive pace, the story 

draws on the sweet promise of young love, as well as the heartbreaking damage incurred by too many secrets. It's a 

compulsively readable story about the tensions between the romantic childhood ideals we grow up with, and the family 

responsibilities that carry us into adulthood.” 

 

 

 

 



The Personal Librarian - Marie Benedict and Victoria Christopher Murray 

"The remarkable, little-known story of Belle da Costa Greene, J. P. Morgan's personal librarian, who 

became one of the most powerful women in New York despite the dangerous secret she kept in order to 

make her dreams come true, from New York Times bestselling author Marie Benedict and acclaimed 

author Victoria Christopher Murray. In her twenties, Belle da Costa Greene is hired by J. Pierpont 

Morgan to curate a collection of rare manuscripts, books, and artwork for his newly built Morgan Library. 

Belle becomes a fixture on the New York society scene and one of the most powerful people in the art 

and book world, known for her impeccable taste and shrewd negotiating for critical works as she helps 

build a world-class collection. But Belle has a secret, one she must protect at all costs. She was born not 

Belle da Costa Greene but Belle Marion Greener. She is the daughter of Richard Greener, the first Black 

graduate of Harvard and well-known advocate for equality. Belle's complexion isn't dark because of her alleged 

Portuguese heritage that lets her pass as white-her complexion is dark because she is African American. The Personal 

Librarian tells the story of an extraordinary woman, famous for her intellect, style, and wit, and shares the lengths she 

must go-for the protection of her family and her legacy-to preserve her carefully crafted white identity in the racist world in 

which she lives."-- Provided by publisher. 

The Plot - Jean Hanff Korelitz 

"Jean Hanff Korelitz's The Plot is a psychologically suspenseful novel about a story too good not to steal, 

and the writer who steals it. Jacob Finch Bonner was once a promising young novelist with a respectably 

published first book. Today, he's teaching in a third-rate MFA program and struggling to maintain what's 

left of his self-respect; he hasn't written-let alone published-anything decent in years. When Evan Parker, 

his most arrogant student, announces he doesn't need Jake's help because the plot of his book in 

progress is a sure thing, Jake is prepared to dismiss the boast as typical amateur narcissism. But then 

he hears the plot. Jake returns to the downward trajectory of his own career and braces himself for the 

supernova publication of Evan Parker's first novel: but it never comes. When he discovers that his former 

student has died, presumably without ever completing his book, Jake does what any self-respecting 

writer would do with a story like that -- a story that absolutely needs to be told. In a few short years, all of Evan Parker's 

predictions have come true, but Jake is the author enjoying the wave. He is wealthy, famous, praised and read all over the 

world. But at the height of his glorious new life, an e-mail arrives, the first salvo in a terrifying, anonymous campaign: You 

are a thief, it says. As Jake struggles to understand his antagonist and hide the truth from his readers and his publishers, 

he begins to learn more about his late student, and what he discovers both amazes and terrifies him. Who was Evan 

Parker, and how did he get the idea for his "sure thing" of a novel? What is the real story behind the plot, and who stole it 

from whom?"-- Provided by publisher. 

A Psalm for the Wild-Built - Becky Chambers 

"In A Psalm for the Wild-Built, Hugo Award-winner Becky Chambers's delightful new Monk & Robot 

series gives us hope for the future. It's been centuries since the robots of Panga gained self-awareness 

and laid down their tools; centuries since they wandered, en masse, into the wilderness, never to be 

seen again; centuries since they faded into myth and urban legend. One day, the life of a tea monk is 

upended by the arrival of a robot, there to honor the old promise of checking in. The robot cannot go 

back until the question of "what do people need?" is answered. But the answer to that question depends 

on who you ask, and how. They're going to need to ask it a lot. Becky Chambers's new series asks: in a 

world where people have what they want, does having more matter?" 

Razorblade Tears - S. A. Cosby 

"A Black father. A white father. Two murdered sons. A quest for vengeance. Ike Randolph has been out 

of jail for fifteen years, with not so much as a speeding ticket in all that time. But a Black man with cops 

at the door knows to be afraid. The last thing he expects to hear is that his son Isiah has been murdered, 

along with Isiah's white husband, Derek. Ike had never fully accepted his son but is devastated by his 

loss. Derek's father Buddy Lee was almost as ashamed of Derek for being gay as Derek was ashamed 

of his father's criminal record. Buddy Lee still has contacts in the underworld, though, and he wants to 

know who killed his boy. Ike and Buddy Lee, two ex-cons with little else in common other than a criminal 

past and a love for their dead sons, band together in their desperate desire for revenge. In their quest to 

do better for their sons in death than they did in life, hardened men Ike and Buddy Lee will confront their own prejudices 

about their sons and each other, as they rain down vengeance upon those who hurt their boys. Provocative and fast-

paced, S. A. Cosby's Razorblade Tears is a story of bloody retribution, heartfelt change - and maybe even redemption." 



The Shadow - James Patterson and Brian Sitts 

"Before Alex Cross, before Michael Bennett, before Jack Reacher, there was The Shadow! The world's 

bestselling author, James Patterson, reimagines one of America's iconic thriller heroes. Only two people 

know that 1930s society man Lamont Cranston has a secret identity as the Shadow, a crusader for 

justice. One is his greatest love, Margo Lane, and the other is fiercest enemy, Shiwan Khan. When 

Khan ambushes the couple, they must risk everything for the slimmest chance of survival…in the future. 

A century and a half later, Lamont awakens in a world both unknown and disturbingly familiar. The first 

person he meets is Maddy Gomes, a teenager with her own mysterious secrets, including a knowledge 

of the legend of the Shadow. Most disturbing, Khan's power continues to be felt over the city and its 

people. No one in this new world understands the dangers of stopping him better than Lamont 

Cranston. And only the Shadow knows that he's the one person who might succeed before more innocent lives are lost." 

The Song of Achilles - Madeline Miller 

"A thrilling, profoundly moving, and utterly unique retelling of the legend of Achilles and the Trojan War 

from the bestselling author of Circe. A tale of gods, kings, immortal fame, and the human heart, The 

Song of Achilles is a dazzling literary feat that brilliantly reimagines Homer's enduring masterwork, The 

Iliad. Patroclus, an awkward young prince, follows Achilles into war, little knowing that the years that 

follow will test everything they have learned, everything they hold dear. And that, before he is ready, he 

will be forced to surrender his friend to the hands of Fate. This novel is an action-packed adventure, an 

epic love story, and a marvelously conceived and executed page-turner.” 

 

The Summer Guests - Mary Alice Monroe 

"From the New York Times bestselling author of the Beach House series comes a heartwarming and 

evocative novel about the bonds and new beginnings that are born from natural disasters and how, even 

during the worst of circumstances--or perhaps because of them--we discover what is most important in 

life. Late August is a beautiful time on the Southern coast--the peach trees are ripe, the ocean is warm, 

and the sweet tea is icy. A perfect time to enjoy the rocking chairs on the porch. But beneath the calm 

surface bubbles a threat: it's also peak hurricane season. When a hurricane threatens the coasts of 

Florida and South Carolina, an eclectic group of evacuees flees for the farm of their friends Grace and 

Charles Phillips in North Carolina: the Phillips's daughter Moira and her rescue dogs, famed equestrian 

Javier Angel de la Cruz, makeup artist Hannah McLain, horse breeder Gerda Klug and her daughter 

Elise, and island resident Cara Rutledge. They bring with them only the few treasured possessions they can fit in their 

vehicles. Strangers to all but the Phillips, they must ride out the storm together. During the course of one of the most 

challenging weeks of their lives, relationships are put to the test as the evacuees are forced to confront the unresolved 

issues they have with themselves and with each other. But as the storm passes, they realize that what really matters isn't 

what they brought with them to the mountains. Rather, it's what they'll take with them once they leave." 

Survive the Night - Riley Sager 

"It's November 1991. Nirvana's in the tape deck, George H. W. Bush is in the White House, and movie-

obsessed college student Charlie Jordan is in a car with a man who might be a serial killer. Josh Baxter, 

the man behind the wheel, is a virtual stranger to Charlie. They met at the campus ride board, each 

looking to share the long drive home to Ohio. Both have good reasons for wanting to get away. For 

Charlie, it's guilt and grief over the shocking murder of her best friend, who became the third victim of 

the man known as the Campus Killer. For Josh, it's to help care for his sick father--or so he says. The 

longer she sits in the passenger seat, the more Charlie notices there's something suspicious about 

Josh, from the holes in his story about his father to how he doesn't want her to see inside the trunk. As 

they travel an empty, twisty highway in the dead of night, an increasingly anxious Charlie begins to think 

she's sharing a car with the Campus Killer. Is Josh truly dangerous? Or is Charlie's jittery mistrust merely a figment of her 

movie-fueled imagination? One thing is certain--Charlie has nowhere to run and no way to call for help. Trapped in a 

terrifying game of cat and mouse played out on pitch-black roads and in neon-lit parking lots, Charlie knows the only way 

to win is to survive the night." 

 

 



The Sweetness of Water - Nathan Harris 

"In the waning days of the Civil War, brothers Prentiss and Landry--freed by the Emancipation 

Proclamation--seek refuge on the homestead of George Walker and his wife, Isabelle. The Walkers, 

wracked by the loss of their only son to the war, hire the brothers to work their farm, hoping through an 

unexpected friendship to stanch their grief. Prentiss and Landry, meanwhile, plan to save money for the 

journey north and a chance to reunite with their mother, who was sold away when they were boys. 

Parallel to their story runs a forbidden romance between two Confederate soldiers. The young men, 

recently returned from the war to the town of Old Ox, hold their trysts in the woods. But when their secret 

is discovered, the resulting chaos, including a murder, unleashes convulsive repercussions on the entire 

community. In the aftermath of so much turmoil, it is Isabelle who emerges as an unlikely leader, 

proffering a healing vision for the land and for the newly free citizens of Old Ox. With candor and sympathy, debut novelist 

Nathan Harris creates an unforgettable cast of characters, depicting Georgia in the violent crucible of Reconstruction. 

Equal parts beauty and terror, as gripping as it is moving, The Sweetness of Water is an epic whose grandeur locates 

humanity and love amid the most harrowing circumstances." 

The Unkindness of Ravens - M.E. Hilliard 

"Librarian Greer Hogan matches wits with a deviously clever killer in M.E. Hilliard's chilling series debut, 

ideal for fans of Louise Penny and Dorothy L. Sayers. Greer Hogan is a librarian and an avid reader of 

murder mysteries. She also has a habit of stumbling upon murdered bodies. The first was her 

husband's, and the tragic loss led Greer to leave New York behind for a new start in the Village of 

Raven Hill. But her new home becomes less idyllic when she discovers her best friend sprawled dead 

on the floor of the library. Was her friend's demise related to two other deaths that the police deemed 

accidental? Do the residents of this insular village hold dark secrets about another murder, decades 

ago? Does a serial killer haunt Raven Hill? As the body count rises, Greer's anxious musings take a 

darker turn when she uncovers unexpected and distressing information about her own husband's 

death...and the man who went to prison for his murder . She is racked with guilt at the possibility that her testimony may 

have helped to convict an innocent man. Though Greer admires the masters of deduction she reads about in books, she 

never expected to have to solve a mystery herself. Fortunately, she possesses a quick wit and a librarian's natural 

resourcefulness. But will that be enough to protect her from a brilliant, diabolical murderer? And even if Greer manages to 

catch the Raven Hill killer, will living with her conscience prove a fate worse than death?" 

We Are Satellites - Sarah Pinsker 

"Everybody's getting one. Val and Julie just want what's best for their kids, David and Sophie. So when 

teenage son David comes home one day asking for a Pilot, a new brain implant to help with school, 

they reluctantly agree. This is the future, after all. Soon, Julie feels mounting pressure at work to get a 

Pilot to keep pace with her colleagues, leaving Val and Sophie part of the shrinking minority of people 

without the device. Before long, the implications are clear, for the family and society: get a Pilot or get 

left behind. With government subsidies and no downside, why would anyone refuse? And how do you 

stop a technology once it's everywhere? Those are the questions Sophie and her anti-Pilot movement 

rise up to answer, even if it puts them up against the Pilot's powerful manufacturer and pits Sophie 

against the people she loves most." 

When Stars Collide - Susan Elizabeth Phillips 

“Thaddeus Walker Bowman Owens, the backup quarterback for the Chicago Stars, is a team player, 

talented sideline coach, occasional male underwear model, and a man with a low tolerance for Divas. 

Olivia Shore, international opera superstar, is a driven diva with a passion for perfection, a craving for 

justice, too many secrets--and a monumental grudge against the egotistical, lowbrow jock she's been 

stuck with. It's Mozart meets Monday Night Football as the temperamental soprano and stubborn jock 

embark on a nationwide tour promoting a luxury watch brand. Along the way, the combatants will 

engage in soul-searching and trash talk, backstage drama and, for sure, a quarterback pass. But they'll 

also face trouble as threatening letters, haunting photographs, and a series of dangerous encounters 

complicate their lives. Is it the work of an overzealous fan or something more sinister? This is the 

emotional journey of a brilliant woman whose career is everything and a talented man who'll never be happy with second 

place. Tender and funny, passionate and insightful, this irresistible romantic adventure proves that anything can 

happen...when two superstars collide.” 


